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Pokemon go appraisal system guide

Pokémon Go recently introduced a new rating system in the game. A lot has been said about this update with some going as far as to say that this may be the best quality of life update that the game has so far released. The main update is the display of Pokemon Individual Values (IV). For some instructors, this may not be new, as different third-party programs have already tried
to do so. This update means that Niantic has finally accepted the need for this feature and integrated it into the game. How does the new Pokemon Go rating system work? Before immersing deep into this, let us first discuss how important this function is. Basically, IVs determine their Pokemon potential. With the evaluation system, instructors can learn more about their Pokemon
assault, defense and endurance. As an extra bit of fun, and the ratings are the same, trainers get different chat responses depending on which team they are on. What makes the new system better is that instructors can now get the exact number of each stat. In the past, the evaluation system focused only on the strongest statistics. As StartTrainers know, every Pokemon has
unique abilities that affect their attack and defense in battle. To learn more about your Pokemon abilities, players need to get an evaluation. The assessment system shall provide more detailed information. To activate this feature, Trainers required:Select main menu in map viewSelect PokémonChoose a Pokemon from the listO open the Select Menu AppraiseWhat happens then?
Rate StarsWell, you can see the rating stars. From 0% to 100%, this is the total IV score for your Pokemon. Depending on your Pokemon IV, you will get relevant stars. That is:0 Stars:1 Star: 51.1% - 64.4%2 Stars: 66.7% - 80.0%3 Stars: 82.2% - 97.8%4 Stars: 100%Displayed as 3 stars with a red background Star rating in the new rating system. Photo: Niantic But it's not just to
know what kind of star you are pokemon. This new feature also allows Instructors to filter out their Pokemon stars. With this, instructors know which ones to use in battle and which ones need to be upgraded. Silph Road has posted reddit a possible list of search strings that are not limited to filtering statistics. You can view their original list here.IV ValuesWhen you click Rate, three
bars are displayed that represent TheAttackDefenseStamina (HP)Each bar has a position corresponding to the IV value, the minimum is 0, and the maximum is 15. Below, you can see what the IV values look like, depending on the position of the tape. Stat bars a new evaluation system. Photo: Silph Road So how does it work exactly? Let's say your Pokemon has the following
stats: Attack: 12Defense: 10Stamina: 12This will give you a total of 34. Now the total maximum possible stat is 45, which means that all three are maxed out. This means that your Pokemon IV rating is about 75%. This means that your receives 2 stars. Let's try another one. Say Say Have a Pokemon that has good stamina but don't do well in attack and defense. It may have
something like this: Attack: 6Defense: 8Stamina: 12This gives you a total of 26, which is about 57% of 45. So your Pokemon would be rated as 1 star. Pretty easy huh? If that is not enough, Niantic went even further with the evaluation system. When you enter this feature, you'll probably notice left and right arrows in the rating system. If you guess that you can swipe between
Pokemon, you are right. You can swipe to another (or previous) Pokemon and they are instantly evaluated. This feature works in the list that you uploaded when you started creating. First you can search for any hatched Pokemon, for example, rate one and then see all the others in your collection. You may be wondering what to know the Pokémon IVs to use if you're not the type
to do trainer battles. If you just collect Pokemon and expect them all to catch, then yes, there is no great need to evaluate them. However, it may be that you may not be able to experience coach battles, but sometimes there are high-level raids. Then you will need to know your video Pokémon.So have you tried a new rating system yet? Tell us your thoughts. Pokemon GO New
Assessment System Guide The new Pokemon GO rating system is all rage at the moment and we wanted to create a comprehensive guide on how to use it optimally and how to read the tape chart to find the exact IV values. The new rating system uses stars and bands to describe TVs, you can quickly swipe between Pokémon to get them into the chain, and you can tap the
Favorite button to select the ones you want to stay. Rating stars of the New Rating Stars represent the overall Pokemon IV score, ranging from 0% to 100%. You can have 0, 1, 2 and 3 stars with a special red background that appears in Pokemon, which is 100% (perfect CV). Start-ups make up the following IV percent ranges: 0 stars: 0 – 48.9% 1 star: 51.1 – 64.4% 2 stars: 66.7 –
80% 3 stars: 82.2 – 97.8% 3 stars + red background: 100% Star Filtering This feature introduced four new filters, filter your Pokemon list: 0* 0 – 48.9% 1* 51.1 – 64.4% 2* 66.7 – 80% 3* 82.2 – 97.8% 4* 100% These filters are incredibly convenient to filter trash cans and easily find 100% Pokemon. Use them for Community Day Filtering or just quickly check your collection and find
the appropriate Pokemon. Naturally, they can be combined with other existing search codes that can be found in our Pokemon Go search bar Cheat Sheet. For example, 4*&amp;Fire will return 100% Fire-Type Pokemon. IV values from bars When you click Estimate, the game will show three bands: Attack Defense HP (Stamina) The position of each of these bands can represent
the value of the IV, from 0 to 15. The bars are separated by three pieces, the first - 5, the second - 10, and the third - 15 VV. In the figure below what the IV values appear, depending on the tape strips These pieces: Scoring bars like IVs You get a faster understanding of accurate CVs as you practice. Multiple Pokemon Assessment New Assessment System allows you to swipe
between Pokemon in your Pokemon storage list. When you rate the first Pokemon, you'll notice that the left and right arrows are on the sides of the rating screen. Swiping to the right will bring another Pokemon (the left is the previous one) and it will automatically evaluate. Strikethrough works in a list that was loaded when text was started, which means you can combine it with any
type of search bar filter. IV Assessment Head of Graphics Josh Provines' Pokemon player was left fuming after they lost their coveted Master Ball on the Nintendo Switch Joy-Con drift issue. A hardware error robbed a rare item coach. Pokemon Sword &amp; Shield's eighth generation debuted in November 2019 with the release of Sword &amp; Shield. The Nintendo Switch name
first introduced players to the Galaro region. A player involved in one of the game's new features, Dynamax Raids, was left stunned when their Joy-Con hardware error made them accidentally use the Master Ball for incredibly common monsters. The game Freak/Pokemon CompanyA Pokemon player was stunned after wasting his master ball. The Joy-Con drift problem caused
the Pokemon tragedy a few months after its launch, many Switch owners began to complain about the jamming of their controller joystick and the transfer of their character in the game. Known for the name Joy-Con Drift, Nintendo President Shuntaro Furukawa even acknowledged the problem in June and apologized for the problems caused to our customers. The hardware issue
tragically struck the Pokemon Sword &amp; Shield player during its Dynamax Raid. Pokemon Trainer ZucchiniBoi12 uploaded a video of the nightmare promoting the r/PokemonSwordAndShield subreddit on November 30. Read more: Pokemon player reveals why a series needs more rogue fights Clip fan goes to pick Pokeball after defeating Ninjaskui when suddenly their
controller quickly scrolls up and down before unhappily landing on their Master Ball. Unfortunately, the player didn't pay attention and clicked A, wasting his precious master ball on a common monster. Thanks to the joy of con  from PokemonSwordAndShield Despite the tragic circumstances when the community had no sympathy for the coach. Various players pointed out that
while Joy-Con drift made a freak out during the selection process, he stopped for a few seconds for his Master Ball. Others explained that the fan should be soft again in their game, which would have given them back their lost item. Despite the criticism, ZucchiniBoi12 explained that it was a real mistake and stated that they did not pay enough attention before approval. This isn't
the first time a hardware problem has plagued the game, either. In November, the player Viral after Joy-Con drift ruined their attempt to catch Shiny Regieleki after spending hundreds of hours spawning their encounter. Read more: Pokemon fans outraged over the lazy 25-year-old revealing whether you feel sympathy or not, it always hurts to see the Master Ball go to waste. If
nothing else, the tragic story is just another reminder instructors always check before you click to confirm. It becomes too easy to ignore while spending hours grinding, and you never know when a Joy-Con drift can happen. Happen.
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